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Russian Arctic economic development – shipping 
in priority

Up to 80 mln tons cargo by 2024, currently less then 10 mln



Oil spills in Arctic – still problem without solution?

Oil spill on Sakhalin, 2015

Tanker “Nadezda” 



There is still a significant gap in the development of the Oiled Wildlife Rescue (OWR) 

national system in Russia.

Some progress after 2014 - Russian President Order on Arctic safety. 

(No. Pr-1530 on 29.06.2014).

There was crucial item for wildlife preservation: 

Item 3а: develop a set of measures aimed at preserving biological diversity, including the 

prevention of wildlife loss due to oil spills in the Arctic region of the Russian Federation.

The set of measures was approved by A.G. Khloponin, the Deputy Prime Minister of 

Russia, on 22.07.2015. The set includes three sections:  

1. Measures to ensure environmental safety and biodiversity preservation.

2. Measures to improve the legal and methodological framework of regulating oil production 

and preventing oil spills at sea.

3. Measures to prevent wildlife loss due to oil and oil product spills

Russian Government activities



Oil companies update

Sakhalin Energy (Sakhalin II operator) first time every in Russia 

developed a Program of rehabilitation of animals covered in oil and 

build rehabilitation centre. 

Currently this initiative slowly transfer into Arctic

Companies OWR corporate  

program (2017)
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Gazprom

Gazprom neft



Oil spill  prevention and response: 

WWF Russia activities in the Arctic in past decade

In 2012 WWF Russia ran a 

campaign (Earth Hour) to 
promote new legislation, 

similar to US Oil pollution Act 

Oil spill modelling, 

Sensitivity maps,
Volunteer cleanup.



WWF Russia trainings

About 700 volunteers have trained



Arctic Environmental Response Management 

Application (ERMA): US-RU cooperation in progress



“…And the second measure is the transition of shipping in the Arctic 

to liquefied natural gas as marine fuel instead of fuel oil and 

other heavier ones," Finland’s President said offering the issue 

for consideration at the future Arctic Summit.

"Mr. President (Sauli Niinistö) has just said about the need to 

switch to more environmentally friendly fuels in the Arctic, and 

this is absolutely the right offer," Vladimir Putin was quoted as 

saying.

NGO campaign to ban Heavy Fuel Oil

LNG as alternative to HFO



Questions?


